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Abstract
When repeated updates are made to a binary search tree, the expected search cost tends to
improve, as observed by Knott. For the case in which the updates use an asymmetric deletion
algorithm, the Knott e-ect is swamped by the behavior discovered by Eppinger. The Knott e-ect
applies also to updates using symmetric deletion algorithms, and it remains unexplained, along
with several other trends in the tree distribution. It is believed that updates using symmetric
deletion do not cause search cost to deteriorate, but the evidence is all experimental. The con-
tribution of this paper is to model separately several di-erent trends which may contribute to or
detract from the Knott e-ect, including a previously unreported centripetal tendency.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Background
A binary search tree (BST) is a tree structure with a key value stored in each node.
For each node, its key value is greater than the values of all keys in its left subtree, and
less than keys in its right subtree. If there are no duplicate keys, a search of the tree
for any given key value involves examining nodes in a single path from the root. In
the standard insertion algorithm, the tree is searched for the new key. When the search
fails, a node containing the new key is created as a child of the last node reached in
the search, so that an inserted key is always a leaf. Deletions are more complicated,
and use one of the algorithms described in Section 2.2.
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When a BST with n nodes is grown by random insertions (RI) with no deletions,
the average search cost is O(log n), or equivalently, the expected total pathlength from
the root to every node in the tree (this is the internal pathlength, or IPL) is O(n log n)
[11,13,16,18].
An update consists of deleting the node with some particular key-value, and inserting
another, either with the same key, or a di-erent key.
Culberson [6] refers to the leftward-only descendents of the root as the backbone, and
the distances between key-values of the backbone as intervals. [4] calls the backbone
and the corresponding rightward-only descendents of the root the shell. The length of
the shell is the pathlength from smallest to largest key. Shell intervals are deBned by
the key-values of the shell nodes.
1.1. Related work
When repeated updates are made to a binary search tree, the average search cost
initially seems to improve. This Knott e8ect was Brst reported in [15,16]. Knott con-
jectured that update always improved the expected search cost. However, it turns out
that for updates using asymmetric [13] deletion, the Knott e-ect is swamped by the
Eppinger e8ect. In [8] Eppinger observed that after O(n2) updates, the tree of size n
has expected search time greater than O(log n). There is a striking early improvement
and search costs drop to about 92% of initial values, and then, after about n2=2 itera-
tions, the cost begins to rise. It levels out after about n2 iterations. For a tree with 128
nodes, the Bnal search cost levels out to be about the same as for a tree built with
insertions only; smaller trees fare better; but larger trees do worse. For trees of 2048
nodes, the asymptotic search cost is about 50% greater than for an RI BST. Eppinger
also observed that if symmetric deletion is used, the Knott e-ect is robust for the tree
sizes and numbers of updates used in his simulations; that is, there is no Eppinger
e-ect for symmetric deletion.
Culberson [6] has given a model which explains the Eppinger e-ect for updates in
which the item removed is always the item re-inserted, which he calls the exact Bt
domain (EFD) model. Culberson’s model is based on directed random walks. Under
the model, after a long enough period of updating, the subtrees of the backbone turn
out to have expected sizes O(
√
n), and the expected search cost is O(
√
n).
We call homogenization of shell subtree sizes caused by similar undirected random
walks in trees updated with symmetrical deletion the Culberson e8ect. We investigate
the Culberson e-ect in Section 4.3.
The Knott e-ect remains unexplained; and it is not the only unexplained behavior.
Simulations reported in Evans and Culberson [9] for two symmetric update algorithms
show a reduced average pathlength, as predicted by the Knott e-ect, but also that path-
lengths from the root to the largest and smallest leaves (and perhaps to some other,
unmeasured subset of nodes) were 1.2–1.3 times longer than would be expected in a
random binary search tree. We call this the Evans e8ect.
Jonassen and Knuth [14] demonstrate analytically that Knott’s conjecture is correct
for trees with three nodes. Baeza-Yates [3] does the same for trees with four nodes.
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[21] analyzes the e-ect of a single update using symmetric deletion for the tree of
three nodes.
MartKLnez and Roura [20] provide randomized algorithms which maintain the distri-
bution of trees after update to be the same as a RI binary search tree. Their algorithms
are not susceptible to the breakdown caused by sorted input, nor to any of the e-ects
discussed thus far. In particular, they are also immune to the Knott e-ect, and thus
miss any improvements in search times it might provide.
There are several open questions about update with symmetric deletion.
1. Does the Knott conjecture hold if it is revised for symmetric deletion?
2. If so, why? Is there a model which explains why stirring up the tree should result
in shorter internal path lengths? Can it be explained by the decreasing frequency
of empty subtrees? The e-ect is apparent even in Hibbard deletions, before it is
overwhelmed by the skewing of the tree.
3. Is there a long-term degeneration in the tree? If so, it must be over a much longer
term than the Hibbard deletion degeneration, because Eppinger’s and Culberson’s
simulations did not detect it.
2. Update methodology
2.1. Exact :t domain model
Culberson [5,6] proposed the unrealistic EFD model to simplify analysis. In this
model there are only n possible keys and no duplicates in the tree, so that when an
update occurs, the new key must be the same as the one which was just deleted.
This has the e-ect of localizing the e-ects of update operations, making them eas-
ier to analyze. We assert without mathematical justiBcation that the EFD model gives
qualitatively similar results to a more realistic random update model. Since repeated
insertions result in relatively well-understood behavior if they are not in the neigh-
borhood of a deletion, we claim that the EFD model simply telescopes the e-ect of
separated deletions and insertions in the same area. Time scales for emerging behavior
may be changed by the EFD model, but perhaps not other measurements. In support
of this hypothesis, we o-er the experimental results shown in the graphs of Fig. 1.
(Grafting deletion is deBned in Section 2.2.) In Fig. 1a we observe the measured shell
parameter depending on algorithm but not on whether or not EFD update is used.
Similarly, in Fig. 1b we see that EFD and non-EFD updates give rise to similar IPL
behavior, again clustered by algorithm.
2.2. Deletion algorithms
2.2.1. Hibbard’s asymmetrical deletion algorithm
When Hibbard formulated his deletion algorithm for binary trees in [13], he was
aware of the asymmetry. His algorithm has two steps:
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Fig. 1. Simulations with and without EFD: (a) Comparing Shell Sizes, (b) Comparing IPL.
1. If the right subtree of the node to be deleted is not empty, replace the key of the
deleted node with its successor, the left-most node in the right subtree. Then delete
the successor.
2. If the right subtree of the node to be deleted is empty, replace the node with its left
subtree. (We call this replacement grafting and we call an algorithm which uses it
a grafting deletion algorithm.)
There are two, di-erent, asymmetries: the deleted node is preferentially updated from
the right subtree; and the case when the right subtree is empty doesn’t have a matching
simple case when the left subtree is empty.
Hibbard proved that his asymmetric deletion did not change the distribution of tree
shapes. This fact was misunderstood for over a decade, until Knott showed that the
deletions followed by insertions in fact resulted in di-erent distributions than insertions
alone, or insertions followed only by deletions.
2.2.2. Symmetrical grafting deletion
This algorithm is a combination of the Hibbard deletion algorithm and its mirror
image. Whether the right-favored or left-favored version of deletion is used is of equal
probability, so the algorithm is symmetrical. In our simulations, we use simple al-
ternation rather than a random number generator to decide which to use, but check
for empty subtrees before considering the successor or predecessor key. We call this
grafting deletion because the subtree is grafted into the place of the deleted node
when possible. Most published symmetric deletion algorithms are variants on grafting
deletion. Almost all optimize the deletion of the successor by grafting its right child
to its parent; the successor never has a left child, so the general deletion algorithm
is unnecessary. (These comments apply in mirror-image to the left-favoring portion of
the algorithm.)
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Fig. 2. Zero-size left-subtrees of root in 256 node BST.
2.2.3. Symmetrical non-grafting deletion
This is a symmetric deletion algorithm which lacks an optimization for empty sub-
trees.
1. The deleted node is replaced with its successor if it has no predecessor.
2. The deleted node is replaced with its predecessor if it has no successor.
3. If there is neither predecessor nor successor (the node to be deleted is a leaf) the
node is simply removed.
4. Otherwise the deleted node is replaced with either the predecessor or successor, with
equal probability, as in symmetric grafting deletions.
The replacement node, whether predecessor or successor, is deleted from the subtree.
Whether the grafting optimization of a recursive non-grafting deleting is used does not
change the size of the subtree, and therefore does not change the models of the follow-
ing section, but simulation shows it does a-ect IPL and other measures of the BST.
The algorithm alternates between favoring predecessors and successors, so it is sym-
metrical. Because it lacks an optimization to reduce the height of the tree by grafting a
subtree nearer the root when the other subtree is empty, we might expect that it would
produce a distribution of binary search trees which includes rather more zero-sized sub-
trees than algorithms which include such an optimization, including the asymmetrical
Hibbard deletion algorithm. Fig. 2 shows one experiment illustrating this; the number
of zero-size left subtrees is shown as a fraction of the total number of observations at
various times in the evolution of the BST for two di-erent symmetrical algorithms. The
grafting algorithm quickly evolves to a value 1=n= 1256 = 0:00039. The non-grafting
algorithm Quctuates around a higher value; ignoring evolution, the mean on the graph
is about 0.0056 and the 2 interval is from 0.0008 to 0.0104.
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3. Analyzing distributions of subtree sizes
We analyze the distribution of subtree sizes for a tree of size n. The left subtree of
such a tree has k nodes, 06k6n−1, and the right subtree has n−1−k nodes. The size
of a subtree can change when a node is deleted, or when a node is added. In general
updates the inserted key might be distant from the deleted one, but by considering only
the EFD model, in which the inserted key is always the same as the key just deleted,
the changes caused by an update will occur only in the tree rooted at the deleted node.
Only the subtrees of the node originally holding the deleted key will change in size,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. When symmetric deletion is used, there are two more possible
transformations, mirror images of the ones in the Bgure.
Our models are partly inspired by fringe analysis [7], although we model from the
root and not from the fringe of the tree.
3.1. EFD Update using non-grafting deletion
This algorithm is easy to analyze using a Markov chain. The state-space of trees
of size n is described by a single variable, the size of the left subtree. Transitions
take place when the root is updated, since updates in a subtree are conBned to the
subtree, and thus do not change the size of the subtree (and hence the state of the
tree.)
Because in non-grafting deletion only the bottom transformation in Fig. 3 (and its
mirror image) take place, the size of the subtree can change only by one. These facts
give rise to the Markov chain model illustrated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3. EFD Updates.
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Fig. 4. States and transitions for Markov chain, non-grafting update.
For an n-node BST, let k;t be the probability that the left subtree has k nodes after
t EFD updates of the root. When the root is deleted at time t¿0, we have for each t
the n simultaneous equations (here we use Iverson notation [12]: <P=(term) evaluates
to term if P is true, otherwise to zero)
k;t =
(
1− 1
n
)
k;t−1 + <k ¿ 0=
(
1
2n
)
k−1;t−1 + <k ¡ n=
(
1
2n
)
k+1;t−1 (1)
and assuming that there is a steady state, we can rewrite this as
k;∞ =
(
1− 1
n
)
k;∞ + <k ¿ 0=
(
1
2n
)
k−1;∞ + <k ¡ n=
(
1
2n
)
k+1;∞: (2)
With the additional equation
∑
k k;∞=1 we can solve the system to Bnd
0;∞ = n−1;∞ =
1
2(n− 1) ; (3)
k;∞ =
1
n− 1 <0 ¡ k ¡ n− 1=: (4)
The simplicity of Bnding this probability distribution is the justiBcation for using
the non-grafting algorithm. We are able to immediately use these closed forms in
analysis of other measures below. Simulations show that the algorithm leads to longer
asymptotic pathlengths than the grafting algorithm, and more zero-sized trees.
3.2. Distribution of subtrees with EFD grafting update
Simulations, for example Fig. 2, show that one property of grafting deletion is that
zero-size subtrees rapidly get less common than in RI BSTs. The following analysis of-
fers a quantitative explanation. The probability distribution of subtree shapes converges
to a bell-shaped curve.
Our model for EFD grafting updates is similar to the model of non-grafting updates
which appears in Section 3.1, but it needs to take account of the fact that after a
subtree is grafted in place of a deleted root the resulting subtree, of size n− 1, has a
di-erent probability distribution than a tree of size n. In order to obtain a recurrence,
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Fig. 5. Transitions to BST with i-size left subtree after EFD grafting update.
we make the assumption that these subtree distributions are the same as the root dis-
tribution. Under the EFD model, in which each subtree is isolated, this is a reasonable
assumption, at least as a Brst-order approximation.
For a BST of size n, this recurrence computes the expected sizes of subtrees which
have i nodes, 06i6n− 1 nodes at root update generation t + 1.
As before, n;i;t denotes a proportion or a probability, and
∑n−1
i=0 n;i;;t =1.
nn;i;t
=


1 if t = 0 (5a)
(n− 1)n;i;t−1 + <i ¿ 1=n;i−1;t−1=2 otherwise (5b)
+<i ¡ n− 2=n;i+1;t−1=2 (5c)
+<i ¿ 0=(n;0;t−1)(n−1;i−1;t−1) (5d)
+<i ¡ n− 1=(n;n−1;t−1)(n−1;i;t−1) (5e)
The recurrence is closely based on the transitions shown in Fig. 5. On any given
update of an n-sized BST, the root is deleted with probability 1=n. (The entire
Eq. (5) is multiplied by n to avoid a factor of 1=n in each term on the right-hand
side.) This possibility of a BST changing the size of its left subtree is reQected
in the term (n − 1)n;i;t−1 on line (5b). In the EFD model, a non-grafting update
to the root always changes the size of the left subtree by one, either up or down.
The terms <i¿1=n;i−1;t−1=2 and <i¡n− 2=n;i+1;t−1=2 in lines (5b) and (5c) represent
the contribution to the expected size by an insertion into a smaller tree or a dele-
tion from a larger one. In each case, the contribution is divided by two, because the
change could go either way. The < = factors indicate possible situations; for example,
n;0;t has no contribution from n;−1;t−1, because there is no subtree with negative
size!
The terms in lines (5d) and (5e) deal with the case of a graft, which occurs when
the right or left subtree has a zero size. After the grafting deletion, the expected size
of the subtree depends on the distribution of sizes for trees of size n − 1. Under the
EFD model, the position of the newly inserted key after a graft will always be one of
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Fig. 6. Modeled evolution of EFD probability distribution for n=32.
the two extremes; at the left of the left subtree if the graft is from the right, at the
right of the right subtree if the graft is from the left.
Line (5a) is the initial condition; under the random insertion model, each size of
subtree is equally likely.
i-1 i
The recurrence was evaluated numerically to obtain a sense of its behavior. Fig. 6
illustrates the evolution of the probability distribution for n=32 and several di-erent
values of t.
If we can assume that there is a steady state at t=∞, and we are willing to forego
knowledge of the behavior as it converges, we may deBne n;i = n;i;∞, to obtain
n;i
= <i ¿ 1=n;i−1=2 + <i ¡ n− 2=n;i+1=2:
+ <i ¿ 0=(n;0)(n−1;i−1) + <i ¡ n− 1=(n;n−1)(n−1;i): (6)
Eq. (6) is not a recurrence, because the n equations turn out not to be independent.
But if we include the equation
∑
i n;i =1, it is possible to solve for the various values
of n;i.
First, assume symmetry, n;i = n;n−1−i, reducing the number of variables from n val-
ues of i to n=2. Then using the equations for i=0 to i= (n−1)=2 and ∑i n;i =1,
solve for n;i in terms of n−1;i.
It turns out that the resulting equations are somewhat dissimilar for the case of even
and odd n.
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For odd n,
n;i =


1
2Dn
if i = 0;
i−∑ij=1(2j−1)n−1;j−1
Dn
if i ¡ (n− 1)=2;
n;n−1−i otherwise;
(7)
where
Dn =
(
n− 1
2
)2
+ 1−
(n−1)=2∑
j=0
(1 + 2j + 2j2)n−1;(n−1)=2−j: (8)
For even n
n;i =


1
2En
if i = 0;
i −∑ij=1(2(i + 1− j)− 1)n−1;j−1
En
if i ¡ (n− 1)=2;
n;n−1−i otherwise;
(9)
where
En =
1
4
(n2 − 2n+ 4)−
(n−1)=2∑
j=0
(2 + 4j + 2j2)n−1;(n−1)=2−j (10)
We do not have a closed-form solution for these, but some bounds are easily acces-
sible. For odd n:
n;0 =
1
2Dn
¿
2
n2 − 2n+ 5 : (11)
Similarly, for even n
n;0 =
1
2En
¿
2
n2 − 2n+ 4 (12)
and
nn;0 ¿ n;(n−1)=2 (13)
and numerical evaluation suggests that this bound is fairly tight.
4. Emerging behavior
4.1. The Knott e8ect
The Knott e-ect is the observed tendency of a binary search tree to become more
compact. That is, after a number of deletion and insertion operations are performed on
a random binary search tree, the resulting trees have smaller IPL and therefore smaller
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Fig. 7. Knott and Eppinger e-ects: IPL changes as 256-node tree is updated.
search times. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. Knuth speculates that this e-ect may be due
to the tendency of (grafting) delete operations to remove empty subtrees.
A RI BST has one of the two worst possible keys at the root of any subtree with
probability 2=|size of subtree|. As a result of updates it evolves toward a steady state
in which the probability of zero subtrees is smaller. For the case of update with non-
grafting deletion, in the steady state, every subtree size except zero and the largest
possible is equally probable, and those two sizes are half as likely as the others, as
we have shown in Eqs. (3) and (4). Measuring the e-ects on IPL of updates using
non-grafting deletion o-ers the opportunity to determine to what extent the change in
probability of empty subtrees is responsible for the reduction in pathlength.
If we make the assumption that subtrees have the same distribution as the root, this
leads naturally to a recurrence for the IPL of such a tree of n nodes which has reached
a steady state.
In;∞ = fn =
{
0 if n6 1;
n− 1 + fn−1n−1 + 2n−1
∑n−2
i=1
fi if n ¿ 1;
(14)
fn =
{
0 if n6 1;
fn−1 +
fn−2
n−1 +
2n−3
n−1 if n ¿ 1:
(15)
In Appendix A we solve this recurrence and Bnd: 2
In;∞ = fn = 2n ln n+ n(−3− 2E1(1) + 1=e) + 2 ln n (16)
+ (3− 2E1(1) + 1=e) + o(1)
≈ 2n ln(n)− 3:070888428n+ 2 ln(n) + 2:929111572: (17)
2 As deBned in appendix A, E1(x) is the exponential integral function [1]; E1(1)≈ 0:219.
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Fig. 8. Evaluating the predictions of the less-likely empty subtree model.
Comparing this solution with the IPL of a RI BST, [13]
2(n+ 1)Hn − 4n ≈ 2(n+ 1) ln(n)− 2:845568670n+ 1:154431330; (18)
we Bnd that asymptotic total pathlength for a EFD tree updated with non-grafting
deletion is 0:2253197580n− 1:774680242 smaller than for a RI BST of the same size
which has not been updated. The relative magnitude of this improvement obviously
depends on n. For a tree of 256 nodes, it would be a 2.7% improvement. For a tree
of one million nodes, the improvement is less than 1%. As we can see from Fig. 8,
the IPL measurements from simulation are lower than can be accounted for by the
model. Although disappearing empty subtrees can account for some of the di-erences
in IPL, there is also something else going on. The assumption that subtrees have the
same distribution as the root is false, as will be highlighted below in our discussion
of the Culberson e-ect.
4.2. The Evans e8ect
The Evans e-ect is reported in [9] for search trees updated with symmetric deletion
algorithms. They report shells which are 1.2–1.3 times as long as those of a RI BST.
Presumably there are subtree shells to which the e-ect would also apply, but clearly
not to every path from the root, since the same simulations also showed a Knott e-ect
reduction in average pathlength. Fig. 9 shows the Evans e-ect. Note that the Evans
e-ect does not appear for non-grafting deletions; the shell size (which is after all, the
sum of two paths) decreases as the IPL decreases. For grafting deletions, the shell size
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Fig. 9. Changes in shell size as 1024-node BST is updated.
gradually rises. This suggests that the Evans e-ect might be due to the grafting of
subshell backbone unto the shell.
We can easily compute the expected size of the initial size of the shell in a RI BST.
By symmetry, the size of the shell should be twice the length of the backbone, and
this turns out to have a simple recurrence.
A tree with one node has a backbone length of zero. A tree with n nodes has a
left-subtree of size k, 06k¡n with probability 1=n, and so
bn =
{
0 n = 1;
1
n
∑n−1
i=1
1 + bi n ¿ 1;
(19)
which has the solution bn=Hn − 1≈  − 1 + ln n. (Notice that this is about half the
average search cost; the path from the least node to the root is expected to be shorter
than the typical path to the root.) The expected size of a RI BST shell is then
E(shell) = 2− 2 + 2 ln n ≈ 2 ln n− 0:845568670: (20)
This value can be also computed using theorems for the search cost of the least and
greatest keys in the BST, for example [2,19]; but our derivation leads naturally into
the following one.
The root of a n-node tree which has evolved to a steady state with non-grafting
deletion will have its left or right subtree empty with probability 1=2(n − 1) and left
subtrees of size k, 0¡k¡n− 1 with probability 1=(n− 1). Assuming that the subtrees
have the same distribution as the full tree (which is true for a RI BST) this leads to
a recurrence for the length of the backbone:
cn =
{
0 n = 1;
1+cn−1
2(n−1) +
∑n−2
i=1
1+ci
n−1 n ¿ 1:
(21)
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In Appendix A we solve the equivalent form
cn+1 =
((
1− 1
2n
)
cn +
cn−1
2n
+
1
n
)
<n+ 1 ¿ 2= + <n+ 1 = 2==2 (22)
to Bnd:
cn = ln n+ ln 2− E1(− 12 )− 1 + o(1) (23)
Similarly, according to our observation of grafting delete, the left subtree evolves to
be almost never empty. So a recurrence for the backbone for such trees can neglect
the zero case.
dn =


0 n = 0; 1;
1
2 n = 2;∑n−2
i=1
1+di
n−2 n ¿ 2:
(24)
In Appendix A we show
dn = ln n− E1(1) + 12e + o(1): (25)
This model seems to give somewhat appropriate results for grafting updates;
lim
n→∞(dn − bn) = 0:8099;
which matches both Figs. 1a and 9. It does not work at all for non-grafting updates,
since limn→∞(cn−bn)= 0:1627, which di-ers from the observations; the model predicts
that the asymptotic shell length will be slightly greater than the initial shell, while
simulations show it to be less. Again, the fault in the model is the assumption about
subtree distributions.
4.3. The Culberson e8ect
The Culberson E-ect, as explained in [5,6], is the tendency of interval endpoints
along the shell of the binary search tree to engage in a random walk as time passes.
Collisions between endpoints cause adjacent intervals to combine, so that the subsequent
expected position and size of the resulting coalesced interval di-ers from the expected
position and size of either of the two original intervals.
In Culberson’s formulation for asymmetric update, the random walk is directed; in
the case of symmetric deletion, the random walk is undirected, and therefore the e-ect
is more subtle. We believe it has not been previously reported for symmetric updates.
Fig. 10a shows interval sizes near the root as they evolve with non-grafting deletion.
Fig. 10b illustrates them for grafting deletion. As each node is deleted (which may
occur on any update with a probability of 1=n) the key value for that node will take
on the value of either the predecessor or the successor node, that is, move either right
or left (grafting deletion may cause the key value to skip over several intermediate
keys.) After the deletion, one end of the interval deBned by the node has moved. The
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Fig. 10. Subtree sizes on shell grow as tree updated: (a) non-grafting updates, (b) grafting updates.
expected position of the node has not changed, but the expected distance from the
initial position is one step.
An interval is identiBed by its relative position in the shell, not its bounds. Thus,
we can speak of the movement of an interval when deletion of one of its endpoint
nodes causes a new key value to appear in the at one end of the interval. This is not
a Brownian motion, since colliding intervals coalesce instead of rebounding, but after
‘long enough’ one might expect the intervals nearer the root in the shell to be pushing
outward.
There are several special cases. When a shell node deletion occurs through key
replacement by the key of its successor or predecessor, which will usually not be a
shell node, the interval has moved right (left.) However, if the successor (predecessor)
is a shell node with an empty left (right) subtree, there is now one node less on the
shell, and an interval has disappeared.
Following [6], we Bnd that the endpoint of an interval moves either left or right
when it is (symmetrically) updated; that is, the key value which deBnes the endpoint
of an interval changes either up or down as the backbone node which holds it is
updated. If there were no interval collisions, the expected value of the key would stay
constant, while its variance would increase linearly with the number of updates. Since
the probability that an update to the tree will involve an endpoint is 1=n, the expected
travel of a key value is O(
√
updates=n).
But the size of an interval is bounded below by one. The interval would cease
to exist if its endpoints collided. So the expected size of (remaining) intervals will
increase as the tree is updated. This e-ect is clearly visible in Fig. 10. It is much
more dramatic for non-grafting deletion, perhaps because in order for a collision to
take place the lower endpoint must have a zero-sized subtree, and the grafting deletion
algorithm prunes the population of zero-sized subtrees.
The Culberson e-ect causes subtrees to lean toward the center of the tree. Fig. 11
presents the progress of the Culberson e-ect in a slightly di-erent way. Here we see
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Fig. 11. Culberson e-ect on subtree distributions.
the change in the left-ward skew of four subtrees, all grandchildren of the root. This
simulation measures a tree of sixteen nodes, so the subtrees at level two will have
about one left child. Initially they are all approximately equally balanced. (Although
the lines don’t happen to overlap, the errorbars do.) Initially, they are all the same size.
The shapes of the subtrees can be seen to suddenly diverge beginning at about 100
updates. By about 5000 updates they have evidently reached a steady state. Although
this graph does not show it, the rightmost and leftmost subtrees are about the same
size, and the two center subtrees are about the same size; that is, the tree continues
to be symmetric as more nodes migrate toward the center. Using this information, we
can observe that the outermost subtrees are smaller, and strongly skewed toward the
center; the inner two subtrees are larger, and less strongly skewed.
We do not yet have a numeric model for the inQuence of the Culberson e-ect on
IPL. On one hand, since it unbalances subtrees, one might expect it to lead to larger
pathlengths. On the other hand, since its e-ect is centripetal, drawing nodes toward
the center, it might compact the internal subtrees. Since a substantial part of the Knott
e-ect is not accounted for by the fewer-empty-tree hypothesis, the idea of compaction
is attractive.
5. Recapitulation
We have used two unrealistic frameworks, Exact Fit Domain update, and
non-grafting deletion to increase our understanding of three e-ects (Knott, Evans,
Culberson) in the evolution of binary search trees under update.
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The fewer-empty-subtree hypothesis predicts that the Knott e-ect may be less sig-
niBcant for a large BST; the e-ect of fewer zero-size subtrees is predicted to disappear
with non-grafting deletion for very large trees. The balancing e-ect seen in EFD graft-
ing updates, in which not only zero-size subtrees, but all non-central ones, become
uncommon, may maintain a Knott e-ect even for large trees when grafting update is
used. However, measured Knott e-ects are too strong to be explained by the fewer-
empty-subtree hypothesis. Perhaps a quantitative model of Culberson e-ects could lead
to an explanation of the remaining Knott e-ect.
Simulations show that the Culberson e-ect is still increasing after n11=4 deletions. The
fact that non-grafting deletion has a stronger Culberson e-ect needs to be accounted for
in modeling. Notice that zero-length subtrees, which are involved in the disappearance
of intervals in the Culberson model, become quite rare when grafting deletes are used,
but are relatively common with non-grafting deletes.
What are the implications of the Evans e-ect for total IPL? Shell paths seem to
be shorter than average paths in the tree, even after Evans stretching, and we would
expect that shell lengths would be a less important contributor to IPL in a larger BST.
Appendix A. Asymptotic solution of recurrences
We only deal with linear recurrences, with polynomial coeVcients, fn=∑d
1 cj(n)fn−j. The idea is to study the corresponding generating functions
{fn}n¿0 → f(z) =
∑
n¿0
fnzn:
We sum the recurrence after multiplying it by zn, and doing so we Bnd a di-erential
equation. The di-erential equations obtained will be linear with polynomial coeVcients.
More speciBcally, the di-erential equations corresponding to the recurrences studied
in this note are of the form: f′= af + b, a and b being rational functions. Let us
consider more closely the equation: f′= af + b. The homogeneous solution is found
to be f= exp(
∫
a), and a solution to the inhomogeneous equation is found by the
variation-of-constant method:
f(z) = exp
(∫ z
0
a(t) dt
)(
f0 +
∫ z
0
b(w) exp
(
−
∫ w
0
a(t) dt
)
dw
)
:
Thus, it is always attainable by quadrature. Happily, in our particular case, equations
do have explicit solutions, because we can integrate a, using the exponential integral
function, deBned by Abramowitz and Stegun [1]
E1(z) =
∫ ∞
z
exp(−t)dt
t
=
∫ ∞
1
exp(−zt)dt
t
:
Having the explicit form of the generating function, we now want to obtain an
asymptotic equivalent for the coeVcients. This is done by singularity analysis: the
basis of the method is that the behavior of the function at its smallest singularity
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determines the asymptotic of the coeVcients [10]. We have the following classical
approximations given by:
[zn](1− z)−2 log(1=(1− z)) = n log n+ (− 1)n+ log(n) + 1=2 + + o(1);
[zn]
1
(1− z)2 = n+ 1; [z
n]
1
1− z = 1:
Under suitable conditions of analytic continuation that are satisBed by the generating
functions we deal with below, it suVces to develop the function around its smallest
singularity; then we will be able to obtain asymptotic estimates for the quantities of
interest.
Let us recall what are the recurrences we are working on. The quantity fn is the
asymptotic internal path length of a tree of size n updated with non-grafting deletion
and follows the recurrence:
fn =
(
fn−1 +
fn−2
n− 1 +
2n− 3
n− 1
)
<n ¿ 1=;
cn is the average length of the backbone of a tree with the same conditions. cn satisBes
the following recurrence:
cn+1 =
((
1− 1
2n
)
cn +
cn−1
2n
+
1
n
)
<n+ 1 ¿ 2= + <n+ 1 = 2==2;
dn is the asymptotic average length of the backbone of a tree with grafting delete; dn
satisBes the following recurrence:
dn =
dn−1(n− 3)
n− 2 +
dn−2
n− 2 +
1
n− 2 if n ¿ 2:
Proposition 1. The following asymptotic estimations hold:
fn = 2n log n+ n(−3− 2E1(1) + 1= exp(1)) + 2 log n
+(3− 2E1(1) + 1= exp(1)) + o(1):
cn = log n+ log 2− E1(1=2) + exp(−1=2)− 1 + o(1):
dn = log n− E1(1) + exp(−1)=2 + o(1):
The proof follows exactly the techniques explained above. So we are just giving the
results.
The di-erential equation satisBed by f is:
f(z)
(
1 +
1
z2
)
− f′(z)
(
1− z
z
)
=
1
1− z −
2
(1− z)2 :
Its solution is
f(z) =
−z
(1− z)2 +
2zE1(1− z) exp(1− z)
(1− z)2 +
z exp(−z)(1− 2E1(1)e)
(1− z)2 :
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The expansion of f(z) around its dominant singularity (z=1) is
−1 + exp(−1)− 2E1(1)− 2− 2 log(1− z)
(1− z)2 +
3
1− z + + log(1− z)−
1
2
− exp(−1)− 2E1(1)
2
+ o(1);
which gives the result
fn = 2n log n+ n(−3− 2E1(1) + 1=e) + 2 log n+ (3− 2E1(1) + 1=e) + o(1):
The di-erential equation satisBed by c is
c′(z)2(1− z)
z
+
c(z)(−z2 + z − 2)
z2
=
2
1− z − 1:
Its solution with initial conditions: c(0)= 0 and c′(0)= 0 and c′′(0)= 12 is
−z
1− z −
exp −z2 z(E1(1=2) exp(1=2)− 1)
1− z +
exp 1−z2 E1(
1−z
2 )z
1− z ;
which gives the result:
cn = log n+ log 2− E1(1=2) + exp(−1=2)− 1 + o(1):
The di-erential equation satisBed by d is
d′(z)(1− z)
z2
+
d(z)(−z2 + 2z2)
z3
=
1
1− z −
1
2
:
Its solution with initial conditions: d′(0)= 0 and d′′(0)= 1=2 is
d(z) =
E1(1− z) exp(1− z)z2
1− z −
(exp(−1)=2− E1(1))z2 exp(1− z)
1− z ;
which gives the result:
dn = log n− E1(1) + exp(−1)=2 + o(1):
These asymptotic estimates are very accurate. The relative error is of the order of
10−2 even for small values of n, like n=10. It is extremely small for moderate values
of n, like n=1000.
Appendix B. The simulation experiments
The experiments shown in the graphs in Figs. 1, 2, 7, 9, and 10 were performed
on several di-erent systems over several years, including a Digital Alpha workstation
running OSF-1, a Sun Ultra-5 workstation running Solaris, and a 600MHz Pentium III
with 64MB memory running D. J. Delorie’s go32 system under Windows 98. On this
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last system a typical run of 2000 iterations of 16 million updates of a 256-node BST
takes about twelve hours.
Some of the data and the most recent version of the C program which generated
it, is available at http://mathcs.holycross.edu/∼staylor/symdel/index.html.
The simulation can use one of eight deletion algorithms, depending on command line
Qags, and makes a variety of measurements.
The data points were generated by running many iterations for each simulated sit-
uation. Most of the points graphed in this paper are the arithmetic mean of 2000
observations. Although good conBdence intervals are available for most variables with
fewer iterations, the measurements of zero-size subshells require many observations,
because the events are so uncommon.
Each dependent output datum appears as a composite of values from each iteration,
with the mean, variance, and a 95% conBdence interval given.
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